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SREA Negotiations 

12/02/2021 

 

▪ Attendance: 

• SREA: Mike Dale, Dawn Stone, and Cindy Walker 

• SRCSD: David Gunter, Alexandra Timmons, Dustin Gray, Floyd Smith, Emily 

Donalson, and Tonya Shepherd 

▪ Meeting was called to order at 4:29pm by David Gunter.  

▪ SREA opened with language (Article XIII: Leave of Absence, section R-buy back days) 

about the “buy back” days; however, in the last session didn’t list the periods. The 

language presented tonight had the periods. (see SREA artifact #1). 

• SREA got back with Escambia’s settlement as a premise of where they would like 

to go in SRC. 

• Salary Schedule (SREA artifact #3) – increase the salary schedule by 4% on each 

step…in an effort to “retain” employees. Other similar-sized counties have used 

ESSER funds to achieve this.  

o All employees that returned to the district on July 1, 2021 shall advance 

one level on the current salary schedule. All salaries shall be retroactive to 

July 1, 2021, or the employee’s hire date for new employees. 

o Employees advancing off the salary schedule (beyond level 25) shall 

receive an additional salary increase of 0.1% for each year of employment 

in SRCSD. 

o Both parties agree to return to the bargaining table after ratification, no 

later than one month, to discuss a plan to move toward the $15 per hour 

minimum wage and other related issues. 

o SREA requests that 100% of the Board to incur the cost of the employee’s 

premium increase for the comprehensive medical insurance program. 

▪ Gunter stated that he is hopeful that he can get some definitive numbers at the board’s 

next executive meeting to be able to negotiate with. The Board will give SREA every 

opportunity to settle before mid-January or February.  

▪ SREA stated that if the proposal that comes back to them meets their goal, they are 

willing to consider.  

▪ Gunter provided information about the district’s health insurance program and the 

increased costs. Less than 10% of the renewal was related to COVID. However, this past 

year was a high-claims year (also a high prescription renewal rate). Currently, the Board 

was projecting this past year closing cost at about $16.4 million, but it actually closed 

around $17.5 million. The board covered the $1.5 million difference without coming 

back to employees.  

▪ Gunter mentioned a previous email from Dr. Barber where she mentioned attempting to 

seek $1.5 million in ESSER funds to offset some insurance premium costs; however, that 

is all pending approval of ESSER funding. There is documentation where there are 

meeting minutes going back to summer about this, so nothing was “snuck” up on 

employees. SREA stated that this is going to be about the availability of ESSER funds. 

Dawn Stone also mentioned that she knows how to get in touch with Pam Smith in Risk 

Management if she has questions about insurance and thus far, she has been great. 
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▪ SREA stated that if SRCSD had any counters to the aforementioned, they (SREA) were 

ready to receive them.  

▪ Gunter stated that Supt. Barber and the Board would like to prioritize monies to go 

towards salaries. However, any latitude he gets to cover things, he would come back to 

the table with the bargaining unit. 

▪ Gunter provided responses to SREA items provided on 10-19-2021 (SRCSD artifact #1): 

• ESSER 2 and ESSER 3 funds to offset insurance costs – a lot of employees were 

re-coded where they could be to hopefully leverage some monies and make other 

funding available. Again, Gunter referenced the 11/18/21 email from Supt Barber 

about requesting $1.5 million to be used for reimbursement to the insurance self-

fund account. 

• Holidays proposal – the district is going to reject at this time. 

• Non-Discrimination – tentatively agreeing to changing 

• Communications, new paragraph E – tentatively agreeing as parallel language 

exists in other collective bargaining agreements 

• Leave of Absence, paragraph R –  

• Leave of absence, birthday bonus – rejecting language at this time since the exact 

cost of implementation can’t be determined but it would significantly exceed the 

cost of the added holiday proposal. 

• Bereavement leave – rejecting the language since the exact cost of 

implementation can’t be determined but it would significantly exceed the cost of 

the added holiday proposal  

• Transfers and Reassignments – rejecting based on managerial prerogative existing 

Board rights in the collective bargaining agreement. However,  

• 21-22 SREA Salary Schedule for advanced degrees – rejecting language since the 

exact cost of implementation can’t be determined but it would significantly 

impact the monies available for overall salary increases. 

• Pay differential when substituting – rejecting language since the exact cost of 

implementation can’t be determined but it would significantly impact the funds 

available to award overall salary improvements. Walker mentioned that 

something has to be done because too many times subs are being pulled. ESE 

paras are being pulled to cover other duties and leaving classrooms out of ratio. 

SREA requested that Gunter look into this. Gunter reiterated that the district right 

now wants salaries to go to overall salary improvements and then look back at 

what can be taken off the list of aforementioned proposals. 

• Memo of understanding to pay $1,000 bonus similar to what classrooms teachers 

were given directly from FLDOE – this request was included in the ESSER 

3/ARP application. Final consideration of this will depend on the approval of the 

application. If/When they award the district the money, the Board’s intent is to get 

it in people’s hands as soon as possible.  

• Memo of understanding for 10 days of emergency COVID-19 leave – this request 

was included in the ESSER 3/ARP application. Final consideration for this 

proposal will depend on the approval of the application. The district is still 

requesting that if an absence is COVID-related, then it needs to be entered using 

one of the COVID codes in the absence management system. 

• SREA agreed to go ahead an tentatively agree (TA) the following items: 
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o Non-discrimination 

o Communications, new paragraph E 

▪ Gunter asked SREA if they had any other items they wanted to cover. SREA said that 

they would come back with counters at the next meeting. 

▪ The next meeting will tentatively be held Tuesday, December 14, 2021 at 4:30pm at the 

DAD Center. 

▪ The meeting was adjourned at 5:15pm. 


